High-throughput quality control of DMSO acoustic dispensing using photometric dye methods.
One high-throughput technology gaining widespread adoption in industry and academia is acoustic liquid dispensing, in which focused sound waves eject nanoliter-sized droplets from a solution into a recipient microplate. This technology allows for direct dispensing of small-molecule compounds or reagents dissolved in DMSO, while keeping a low final concentration of organic solvent in an assay. However, acoustic dispensing presents unique quality control (QC) challenges when measuring the accuracy and precision of small dispense volumes ranging from 2.5 to 100 nL. As part of an effort to develop a rapid and cost-effective QC method for acoustic dispensing of 100% DMSO, we implemented the first high-throughput photometric dual-dye-based QC protocol in the nanoliter volume range. This technical note validates the new photometric 100% DMSO QC method and highlights its cost-effectiveness when compared with conventional low-throughput fluorimetric QC methods. In addition, a potential software solution is described for the analysis, storage, and display of accumulated high-throughput QC data, called LabGauge. As the need for high-throughput QC grows, conventional low-throughput methods can no longer meet demand. Validated high-throughput techniques, such as the dual-dye photometric method, will need to be implemented.